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NORIBACHI SCORES WITH OUTBREAK SOCCER CENTER’S
CUSTOM INDOOR SPORTS LED LIGHTING SOLUTION
New Indoor Sports LED Lighting Solution Delivers Better Illumination And Long-Term
Reduction In Fixed Costs
HARBOR CITY, CA – February 24, 2015: Noribachi, a leading U.S.-based custom LED manufacturer
for high output commercial and industrial solutions, scores with its custom indoor LED lighting
solution for the new Outbreak Soccer Center in Signal Hill, CA (www.outbreaksoccercenters.com).
“The facility was a former industrial warehouse that was converted to an indoor soccer center.
After we bought the building, the first thing we did was upgrade the lighting,” said Trent Bryson,
Owner, Outbreak Soccer Center. “We offer soccer training, pickup games, and speed and agility
sessions. Our goal is to provide an environment that encourages fun and soccer skill building,
and proper lighting is key to that. With the installation of the new lighting, we have functional
LED lighting for soccer that looks cool and will provide a long-term reduction in our fixed costs.”
For the project, Noribachi applied its Bespoke Engineered and Specifically Tailored manufacturing
methodology to engineer 16 custom indoor LED lighting fixtures to replace the existing
warehouse metal halide lighting. Each proprietary Highbay.N indoor fixture has full dimming
controls and features an uplight, with a 3,129 lumen output and a downlight with a 35,448
lumen output. The fixture design also complements the modern feel of the soccer center with a
layered square design, aluminum housing, hanging chain attachments and durable acrylic lenses.
“We have engineered LED sports lighting for a variety of indoor facilities and know how to build
to specific requirements to ensure proper illumination and safety,” said Troy Hesselgesser, VP
of Business Development, Noribachi. “This was an exciting project for us because it gave us the
opportunity to design the indoor LED lighting fixture as well as engineer the LED light engines
to provide the perfect lighting solution for the Outbreak Soccer Center and their members.”
About Noribachi:
U.S.-based Noribachi is a leading custom LED manufacturer for high output commercial
and industrial solutions. Noribachi applies a Bespoke Engineered & Specifically
Tailored (BEST) methodology to deliver unlimited LED lighting applications.
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Noribachi is dedicated to improving the lighting industry by incorporating design and
technology to our BEST lighting solutions. For more information, visit www.noribachi.com
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